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Milk
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LIQUIDPURE MILK COPULION, kl•
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OVAL! l'Y Ora
HOMOGENIZED
Milk
Still the Same Delicious, Wholesome
Energy-Packed Pure Milk in A Brand
New Red, White and Blue Carton!
At Your Favorite Food Store
PURE MILK COMPANY
DIS'IRIBUTOR OF QUALITY CHEKD ICE CREAM
1`11r.74 • •'
•
CAMPING IN KENTUCKY officially begins April 1 when camping facilities forthe 1968 season re-open at 22 State parks and shrines. A record number of
campers—almost 437,000—used State Park camping facilities, similar to these
at Lake Cumberland, during 1967. Besides State parks, excellent camping is
offered by the State's national and Interstate parks, the Land Between the LakesNational Recreation Area, the Daniel Boone National Forest and numerous pri-
vately operated campgrounds.
MARY PAT SKINNER
Miss Skinner
Will Marry
John Hunter
Mr. and Mrs. Kyle Skinner of
676 West Jefferson St., announce
the engagement and approach-
ing marriage of their daughter,
Mary Pat, to John K. Hunter,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hunter
of Fulton.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Paducah Tilghman High
School and will graduate from.
Paducah Junior College in June.
Miss Skinner is the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. H.
Skinner of 327 College Ave., and
.he late Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
"Pat" Kelley of Paducah.
Mr. Hunter is a member of
Sigma Chi fraternity at Murray
State University, where he will
receive his commission in the
U.S. Army upon graduation next
year.
The groom-elect is the grand-
son of K. Homra of Fulton, and
the late Mrs. Homra, and Wal-
ter Hunter of Granite City,
and the late Mrs. Mabel Brew-
ster, Fulton.
An August Wedding is planned.
$8.00 QUALITY
Oil Base - Outside
WHITE 1-COAT
HOUSE PAINT
only $4.50 gal.
We have a complete line
of 1st Quality Discount
Paints, See us and Save.
Raittelacl SaloafeCa
Lake St. • Fulton, KY •
AWONPERFIL fiTiC14P5ON
ç7HEBAZAARS OF TUNIS, CALLED •SOUAS: ARE POPULAR
SIGHTS IN THE C,ITY5 MEDINA-OR. ARAB TOWN. SMALL
STALLS FACE STREETS THAT ARE TOO
NARROW FOR VEHICLES. E.A.cri orma.
is DEVOTED TO THE SALE OF
A DIFFERENT COMMODITY: C.:7
7TC
)
1-1.‘
PINING our IN TUNIS CAN
BE AN ADVENTURE,
ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU TRY
MELOwcHiri-- BEEF JR TR.aPE
IN A oReEm SAUCE. MADE
OF INDIGO LEAVES!
NOT ONLY BOASTS THE CITY'S
SOLE SWIMMING POOL, IT
ALSO OFFERS ITS GUESTS A
PRIVATE E.EACK JUST A SHORT
AUTOMOBILE RUN AWAY, THE
250-ROOM TUNIS HILTON,
LOCATE', ON THE HIGHEST
SPOT IN THE 4.:ITY, PROVIDES
FREE TRANSPORTATION BY
MINI-BUS TO AND FROM
THE HILTON PRIVATE BEACH.
WE BUY,
SELL and TRADE
Both New & Used
Shotguns, Pistols, Rifles
LEADER
ATHLETIC AND
PORTING GOOD
WHOLESALE lt RETAIL
FULTON. KY.
fliompt pickup and delivery
telephone 472-1700.
eRtlitti
I ImmoVIOLENT.
BOX
STOR
and
FREE '-
SANEX
OTHP
We will furnish the box.
you fill it to capoci
your Winter weary woolen
will be returned in the Fall
clean and fresh.
Your garments will be sate
from fire and theft and pro-
iected from moths with FREE
Sane* MOTH PROTECTION.
• Insured Fres Leo to 5250.00
$39.5..
sky sissNoe
OR-Pevgazza
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS INC.
18 East State Line, Fulton, By.
Pr;nts howstA.-
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Doctor
in the Kitchens
by W.W. Ion.,, M.D.
Coaseltont, Notional Dairy Council
SOUR
The smart cook doesn't pour
the sour cream down the drain.
I learned that from my grand-
mother when I was Just about big
enough to peep over the edge of
the kitchen stove, before she
chased me away so I wouldn't get
burned. On the back of the stove
she had set a dish of sweet cream
to let it sour in the warmth of
the stove. Then we ate it with
sugar and cinnamon and a thin
slice of hard black pumpernickel
or double-baked rye bread.
My grandma came from the
Rhine valley. Like any old-time
housewife from Central Europe,
she knew about yogurt, a soured
cream which the Germans called
"dicke milch" - thick milk. Sour
cream has the same uses today it
always had, but the quality of to-
day's product is better.
Today's Product Controlled
Grandma's method was hit-or-
miss; the results were not always
the same. Today sour cream comes
from the dairy as the result of a
controlled process, and is of uni-
form quality. It is based on fresh
sweet table cream. It has a uni-
form thick creamy texture and a
pleasant tangy flavor which does
not vary. It can be used in a multi-
tude of ways.
It is ready for use Just as it
is for a spread on bread, or a top-
ping on pies, puddings, cobblers,
fruit desserts and spice or pound
cakes, and gingerbread Grated
CREAM
orange or lemon rind plus orange
or lemon Juice add variety to the
flavor. Sour cream can be floated
on top of split pea or tomato soup
and sprinkled with chopped
chives Cut or French style green
beans are improved by adding,
Just before serving, about a half
cup of sour cream and a sprin-
kling of dill or sesame seed. To-
mato madrilene, jellied beef con-
somme, fish, meat dishes, baked
potatoes, pies and fruits are im-
proved by a dollop of sour cream.
A Convenient Feed
Sour cream is convenient be-
cause in many instances it can be
used right out of the carton. It
may curdle at high temperatures
or when held for a long time at
a low heat, but this does not affect
the taste. Where appearance Is
Important, it is best added Just
before serving. Sour cream recipes
keep well if covered and refrig-
erated, an important advantage
when preparing in advance for
guests or when some is left over.
Calorie-conscious users can be
reassured. A tablespoonful of sour
cream has the same caloric value
as the same amount of table
cream and half the number of cal-
ories in the same amount of
French dressing or various salad
dressings. It has only one-fourth
as many calories as an equal
amount of salad oils.
This is truly a convenient food
with a gourmet fillip.
IZMEE
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Dr. QuiAinee, our information ape.
cialist, is happy to answer his read-
ers' questions in his weekly column.
All response, are verified by Funk
a Wagn•Ils Standard Reference
Encyclopedia.
The 25.solunie sets of Funk 8,
Wagnalls Stand-
ard Reference
Encyclopedia
were won this
week by:
M. Kozlowski
with this ques-
tion: "Can you
tell me when
Leap Year first
started and
where the extra des in Febru-
ar, rinse from?"
the calendar generally in use
today. Limp Year began in 1581
The reason for it is that it takes the
earth 365 and 54 days to complete
its rotation around the sun. There-
NOW SHOWING
THRU - SATURDAY NIGHT
MISS OWL
Did you hear
the one about The
Tr.o,eling Saleslady'
• 4••••11•14 leGo••COLe•
SUN - MON - TYE • WED
APRIL 21 . 21. 30 - MAY I
FULTON
fore, every four years one day is
added to the calendar. Since Febru-
ary is the shortest of all the nionths,
the day became February 29th.
Henry F. Hummer for asking:
"Does the common skunk ordi-
narily have a bad odor?"
It depends on just what you mean
by "bad" odor. Assuming the skunk
is not on the defensive and project-
ing the acrid fluid for which it is
famous - or infamous - the animal
normally has only a slightly musky
odor.
Mrs. '[eta. Mercer who asks: "Is
there • breed of dog that cannot
or does not bark?"
Yes, there is a nirdium-sized dog
called the Basenji that iloes nor
bark because it can't. In 1966, there
were 2,333 Basenjis registered with
the American Kennel Club - mak•
ing this breed the 37th most popu
lar in the United States.
Bort F. writes: "How can •
 
 machine tell if
yogi' rMg, ?"
Lie lIfM?"
are designed to
indicate changes
in blood pressure.
rate of breathing,
and perspiration
in the hand,
which frequently
occur when an
outwardly calm person is faced with
the need to lie.
Harold S„ entering college next
year, asks: "What is the oldest
evilest M the United States?"
The answer. by all odd., is H•r
sard College founded in Cambridge,
Maw., in 1636. only • few years
after the Pilgrims arrived in the
vicinity.
Fred H. asks the next question
"Why is the planet Mars asso-
ciated with war?"
Mars is a red planet, and it is our
s-sovistion of red with anger, dan-
ger and blood that reminds no of
war. The planet was named after
the Roman god of war.
"Please tell me whether air
and ozone are the same thing?"
is the question from Jan. R.
Ozone is not air - it is a special
form of oxygen and is present in air
in tiny quantities. Ozone has •
sharp odor, giving rise to its nano.
which comes from the Creek word
meaning "smell."
Two Great Action
_ -HITS!- _
Sunday Thru Tuesday
meow
ea Miss
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LEE MAR II
"POINT BLANK"
AIME DICKINSON 
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"BONNIE and CLYDE - STARTS - MAY 1st!
WATCH FOR - "Harr?, Frigg" "Blackboard's
Ghost" Coming Soonl 'THE BEST IN MOVIE
ENTERTAINMENT"
IN THE MOOD-Spring's
fit-and-flare theme is typi-
fied in this jacket dress of
richly textured cotton jac-
quard. The easy-fitting dress
with inverted front pleat has
a flaring hemline, echoed by
the shape of the jacket
sleeves. By Renee Firestone
for Studio B.
A Question of Investing
Whist did the market do today? Few other questions raise
as many anxieties, affect as many people or involve as
as snob money an that One.
The people in question are shareholders, more than 20
million in number...the money is theirs, an astronomical
$600 billion worth of listed securities; the anxieties are
understandable, as constantly shifting market conditions
can puff or depress values by turns.
Time was when the stock
market was largely the prov-
ince of men of wealth. But
the picture is vastly changed
from what it was 40 or 50
years ago.
Until mutual funds were
established in the early
1920's, the small investor
was without a vehicle that
could provide, in one conven-
ient and practical package,
the kind of professional man-
agement and diversification
that once only wealthy in-
dividuals could afford.
The mutual fund idea is a
simple one. It provides a
means through which people
with similar investmentgoals
may pool their money in an
effort to achieve these goals.
By combining their invest-
ment dollars, they are able
to engage the services of
professional investment man-
agers at a cost which is di-
vided among all shareholders.
Thus, with an investment
of, let's say, $100 in one
popular mutual fund the in-
vestor has an ownership in
as many an 100 or more 00M-
punkas. Diversification as
broad as this Is not possible
for the average person to
achieve on his own.
Each investor, therefore,
receives precisely the same
opportunity for growth and
income whether he has in-
vested $100 or $1,000,000.
How popular is the fund
concept in America today?
According to the Investment
Company Institute, mutual
funds manage assets worth
nearly $45 billion for approx-
imately four million share-
holders
-individuals and in-
stitutions.
Hickman County
Gets New School
Superintendent
CLINTON, Ky., April 13-El-
bert Clark, principal at Central
Elementary School here for the
pest nine years, has been named
superintendent of Hickman
County schools effective July 1.
Clark replaces Dent's Mc-
Daniel, who is retiring after 26
years as county superintendent.
Prior to coming to Clinton as
principal of the elementary
school. Clark served 13 years
as principal of Western High
School in Fulton County, and
four years as principal at
Fulgham High School.
The superintendent-elect re-
ceived his B.S. and Master's
'degrees at Murray State Li:liver
sity.
Clark's appointment was an-
nounced this week by the Hick-
man County Board of Educe-
Don.
An Alaska businessman, down
on his luck in Reno, phoned his
partner that he didn't even have
enough money for food. The
partner Air Expressed him the
office safe containing $300 in
cash, a loaf of bread and a
salami.
Hickman Woman
Hurt In Wreck
A Hickman wanes doe
mitted to Oltgon goo*
the altas
Hospital callissLia 
s 
vllasmace
er t 
peesenpr was Invitsed M a
collision at the TrMaate, the
tereection ofthe Hickman
esti and the 01d Lake
/tate Trooper W.C.
mid' Mrs. Lucille L. Etre
suffered no externel tajortee
was admitted to the boapital3
examination, observation
possible treatment.
The accident occurred about
1:05 p.m. and involved a I
Chevrolet, driven by Ray
Brawner of Hickman, aid all*
Ford, driven by Rupert GE
Douglas of Route 2, Union City
Trooper Tate, who was aa.,
slated in his investigation tiE
Lt. Bill Moore, said Mr. Risme
oar was traveling toward Unto*
City on the Hickman Hi=
while Mr. Douglas was ti's
toward Hickman and makings left-o.
turn onto the Old Lake head.
"Mr. DOLiets said he
wdriving behind another car alS
didn't see the Braymer car,et
Trooper Tate said. Mr. Douglaik.
willa charged with failure
yield the right-of-way.
Damage to the right frog
section of the Chevrolet was es-
timated at $700, and to the rift_
side of the Ford at *500.
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— FRYER PARTS —
BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
BACKS
NECKS
PORK
$AUSAGE  laBS
FROSTY-ACRE 
CREAM
PIES
LIVERS
WINGS
GIZZARDS
Roasting - Chickens
lb. 59c
lb. 39c
lb. 15c
lb. 10c
KREY
PURE
EACH
DELICIOUS TASTING
WI SAIMWEBEk
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
- 9 a. m. to 7 p. m. 10c each
RADE (A) MEDIUM HYDE PARK
EGGS
MORTON 27-es. Boxes JACK SPRAT ASSORTED FLAVORS
lb. 89c
lb. 25c
lb. 39c
lb 39c
SMOKED Butt Hall SMOKED Whole
HAMS lb 59c HAMS lb. 55c
SMOKED Sliced SLICED
JOWL lb. 39c BACON
BACON
ONE MONTH'S
SUPPLY OF GROCERIES
NOT TO EXCEED $100.00
2 WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED
On Each Of The Following Dates
SATURDAY SATURDAY
MAY JUNE
25th 29th
4 DOZEN
Limit 4 Please
SATURDAY
JULY
27
PROCTOR & GAMBLE GIANT SIZE BOX
CHEF
SLAB
lb 59c
ZESTEE SALAD
DRESSING
NEW FLAVOR IMPERIAL
agular 43c — Our Sale Price
MARGARINE 3 lbs. 89c
'BoxR Limit I with other purchase
SALT 2 boxes 23c CAKE MIXES 18-oz boxes 29c
DEERWOOD Hamburger Sliced STEELE'S 303 Size Cans
PICKLES Pint Size 3 for 89c TOMATOES 5 cans
FOR FREEZING 8-oz.
POP-ICE 6 To Pak 19c
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS BRAND ' 16-oz.
PORK and BEANS Scans 69c
COCA- MA
eEPSI- 01.11
IN THE SHELL DRY ROASTED
PEANUTS 12-oz. 49c
Limit 3 Cartons please
3 Cartons$100
ZESTEE PURE 2 lb. JAR
APPLE JELLY each 39c
VIENNA
SAUSAGE
DELMONTE 16-oz. JARS
STEWED PRUNES 3 for $1.00
NIAGARA BRAND 22-os. 
SPRAY STARCH 
Can
each 67c
•55 NNNNNN 555••
SOUTHERN BELLE
4-0Z. CANS $
SCANS
00
SOUTHERN BELLE PURE I CHUCK WAGON WHEELS
LARD 4 lb. carton 49c I CHARCOAL 20 lb. bag $1.29
LETTU JUMBO SIZE HEADS CE E  o
u
 
1 FLORIDA
gillittiCORN 6EA490
23SU. S. N
o. 1
If the alarm clock goes off when you are
checking out your groceries you got a
1 Lb. Bag of PORK SAUSAGE — FREE —
RADISHES CELLO BAG 50
SNAP-BEANS S NO  
FLORIDA
1b190 
IFREE...FREE...FREE1111•1811111111111111111111181111111111111111. 
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IT'S NOT A CASTLE IN IRITAIN--Although it may look like a castle, the above building is the old
Presbyterian Seminary Building in Louisville which will house the University of Kentucky's Jefferson
Community College. When in full operation, the school is expacted to be the largest in UK's cons-
Inanity college system.
IT'S UP TO YOU
By
Howard E. Kershner, L.H.D.
"Situation Ethics"
Control Lawn Weeds Now
(i
Have you ever been beaten to the punch by a weed? Most home
owners across the country would have to answer yes to that.
More and more home owners are finding that chemical weed
control in the early spring produces a thick, vigorous and 
eliminates 
wb u i-
.....thillissita nk" food and water, allowingriel  theful lawn dunri kithe summer Chemical weed in the spnngfealso makes it impossible for his
under any set of given circum- ...."." 1"817trgt." The proper application of weed control chemicals is important.
According to the National Sprayer and Duster Association, a
compressed air sprayer, with a tank capacity of 1/2 to 5 gallons,
is ideal for weed control on the average lawn.
Lawn weed control chemicals should be applied at a low pres-
sure and with a uniform wetting. The spray should be applied as
soon as the weeds appear in the spring. As is the case with any
chemical, care should be taken to read and follow the manu-
facturer's instructions on the label.
If your lawn is larger than average, you may want to consider
a small power sprayer. These units are available with either a
gasoline engine or an electric motor and have a tank capacity of
ten gallons or more. This increased tank capacity means less
refilling for the larger jobs.
The Sprayer and Duster Association-states that lawn weed
control is most effective when the chemical is sprayed in coarse
droplets with the nozzle held 18 inches or less from the surface.
Whatever type of sprayer best fits your needs, the thing to
remember is that early weed control will give your lawn a good
start this spring.
A 
mu- HAT is the moral authority
"in this world? Is it God? Or
is it each person for himself?
Who determines
what is right and
what is wrong?
If it is God, then
there will be
fixed standards
that men can
recognize and by
which they can
chart their
course through
life. On the other
hand, if each
man creates his
own moral stan-
Dr. Kerohner dards, then there
is utter chaos. The vilest crimi-
nals can rationalize their conduct
and most of them are firmly of
the opinion that they are far
more sinned against than sin-
ning.
"Situation ethics" makes each
person the judge between right
and wrong and the arbiter of his
conduct. This makes him subject
to the caprice of the moment. It
stances -- and this makes it diffi-
cult for them, likewise, to deter-
mine a proper course of action.
Suppose every driver would de-
termine for himself the rate of
his speed, whether or not he
would observe the,STOP signs,
whether he would drive to the
right or the left, whether he
would yield to the one on his
right or the one on his left, and
whether or not he would observe
STOP and GO signals. This
would be "situation ethics" in
driving, and it would be wholly
intolerable and would make [hiv-
ing impossible.
Most of the things we do are
based on the assumption that
certain standards of proper vs.
improper conduct will be ob-
served. For instance, • mother
allows her daughter to spend the
night with a girl friend. She as-
sumes that the friend's older
brothers or her father will not
behave unseemly toward her
daughter or attack her. This is
not "situation ethics"; it is rec-
ognition of absolute standards.
If each person is to be his own
moral authority, there is no way
to accumulate a moral bank of
acceptable principles.
We may start with the moral
law as it appears in the Scrip-
tures, but if each person is to
interpret that to suit his own
convenience and his own ration-
alizing, there is no consensus as
to right and wrong, and no ac-
cumulation of moral capital. Un-
less we recognize similarities and
dissimilarities from which con-
tinuities are built up, we shall be
utterly without guidelines and
blazed trails for youth to follow.
"Situation ethics" is the last
stage on the road to no ethics.
After that the dictator and his
secret police will take over.
For the
sure touch
of a decorator...
Poly-flow Odarliss Ylayl flat
A
Smart new colors, tee
right colors are yours
to choose ie Poly.
Flow odorless vinyl
flat. Smooth, easy
painting. Quick
drying. Washable.
EXCHANGE
F1HUITTRIE CO.
151 Commercial 4724S13 I
Cause and Effect
Was Mrs. O'Leary, whose cow
kicked over the lantern, legally
liable for burning down the whole
city of Chicago? After all, if she
had not left that lantern in the
barn, he fire never would have
gotten started in the first place.
Obviously, in following the
chain of cause and effect. it is only
fair to cut off responsibility at some
point. Even if you do something
wrong, the law won't blame you
for every single consequence, from
here to eternity.
But just where is the cutoff point?
That is a crucial issue in a great
many of the personal injury suits
so common in our courtrooms to-
day.
To begin with, you are not liable
at all if no causal connection can
be shown. Suppose you are driving
with an expired driver's license, and
a pedestrian steps in front of your
car-too suddenly for you to stop.
True, you did wrong by driving
with an expired license. But that
would not make you liable for hit-
ting the pedestrian, since there was
no causal connection between the
two events.
Even assuming a causal connec-
tion, you are still not liable if your
action was not the "proximate"
cause of the final harm.
What is a proximate cause? Of
course, no two cases are identical.
But what the law looks for most
oftemis foreseeability. That is, you
are usually not held liable if harm
was not reasonably foreseeable as
a remit of your action.
On the other hand, if harm was
indeed foreseeable, you may be
responsible even if the exact form
of the harm was not. Pulling away
someone's chair, making a minor
bump likely, could lead to liability
for a major injury as well.
What if there is an "intervening"
cause-some misconduct by a third
party, following your own mis-
conduct, and leading to the acci-
dent? Does that intervening cause
let you "off the hook"?
Often it does. Yet you might
still \ite liable if thitinteive.ning
cause was something you could
fairly have expected.
For example: a hardware dealer
left a rake, standing upright, in a
busy aisle. A small boy, running
by, stepped on the teeth of the rake,
snapping the handle against a
woman's head.
When she sued the hardware
roan for damages, he argued that
his original error was nullified by
the boy's later misconduct in run-
ning through the aisle. However,
the court held him liable in spite of
this intervening cause.
Rekson: he should have foreseen,
whenahe left the rake there, that
boys-',.especially small ones-will
be boys.
SOUTHERN STATES APPLIANCE SALE
12-Cu. Foot Refrigerator, was $215.00 
 $169.99 wit
13-Cu. Foot Refrigerator, was $299.00 
 _ $249.99 w/i
16-Cu. Foot Frost Free Combination, was $395.00 ___ $365.00 wit
16-Cu. Foot Frost-Free Combination, was $380.00 ___ $350.00 wit
18-Cu. Foot side-by-side Combination (frost-free
was $498.00 _ _ now $428.00 wit
22-Cu. Foot side-by-side combination with ice maker (frost-free)
was $589.00 _ _ _ now $510.00 wit
Portable Dishwasher, was $215.00 Now $125.00
15-Cu. Foot Combination, (used, but like new) 
 $155.00 wit
Southern States Fulton Co-Op
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REG. $1.98
OPEN TO THE
PUBLIC
NO FEE,
NO STAMPS -
NO GIMMICKS!
DOOR BUSTER
RESPOND
HAIR
SPRAY
REG.
$3.35 
8%
Speak Easy
MOUTH
FRESH NER
REG. 89d
2 FOR 84
DOOR BUSTER 
TREND
WASHING 4
DETERGENT 4
25 $4. 198 •B RSE c3K  4 k
6-RozI.NSE 11/4
Ste.?.5 89C1
iA DOOR BUSTER SCRIP TOLITER
FLUID
REG. TX
2 FOR 254
ZIP PO
LITER
k FLUIDREG. 24X2F0R 254.)
BOX
CANDY
BUYS
CHUNKY
FUDGE
24/54
BOX 69c
GOLD
BRICK
24/54
BOX 694
KRACKLE
24/54
Box 694
KRAFT
BRITTLE
BAR
24/10t
$1.4#
KRAFT
TOFFEE
BAR
24/10t
$1.49
DOOM OUNTIIR
LYDIA GREY
TOILET
TISSUE
4Rou-s244
SCORE
SPRAY
DEODORANT
Loo
REG.
S 
 50A
111EACH
DOOR BUSTER
HI HO
ALL PURPOSE
CLEANER
Reg. 49d anc
Each IN
HI HO
FABRIC
SOFTENER
REG. 3914
EACH
M! DOOR BUSTERy f n
• liERSONNA 4
' DE BLADES
Reg. 79d
Each 44C
DE BLADES
Reg. $1.45 794
Each
INJECTORS
Reg. Er 594
IN ECTORS
• 24/1 00C .•
• 1 .49 e
Ea. 
.41PcMPWP
4
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S NESTLE
CREME
• BAR
BOX $1.49 • /JIKJKAPWL •
DIXIE MAID CIGARS BOX OF $129
TAYLOR TOT
HIGH CHAIR
#746
EACH $10.99 #925WEACH
EXECUTIVE
GOLF CART
$14.99
FLOOR $1.44 13s!tiniKitor.99
SAMSONITE CARD TABLE
and CHAIR SET #0775 
PICNIC PICNIC PICNIC
BASKET BASKET BASKET
#397
$2.88
$29.99
#133 #170
$4.99 $4.66
Cooks! Heats!
SPORTSTER
Come4sl0M, V110$0,610, cOmpild. Aissustnum
eam tramern *M. pot and hy pen.
Optkrtial Mat dm* turns aportster into
radiant motor!
#502
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NEXT HALF CENTURY
happens to the business
W- agriculture in the next 50
s is anybody's guess. Need-
to say, there ate many big
chases in the making and we
ilthought it our privilege to cast
:kome guesses as to the future.
When we look in retrospect,
many of us would have ever
50 years ago, the
es experienced as this era.
,ley have come to age and
' many are full grown. Whether
,we like them or not, we must
i..:"...jaoe the fact that they are here
we are to live with them.
of the changes could be
progress and nearly all of
thinn are desirable to the ma-
*MO. Some never like any
change and they must of neces-
sity be recognized but ignored.
Progress is on the march and
wig coiginue, this no one should
want to change.
Actualty, real agricultural
changes began Week after farm-
ing bed such a diaaaterous ex_
patience in the late Ws. Those
were some gioono days and
fanners had no choice, except
to try and produce more in
order to meet the demands of
those they owed. All farm prices
feall to an all time low. Interest
rates remained as high as ever
and the result was that many
good, honest and substanUal
farm families lost their life sav-
ings. There were many fore-
closures and bankruptcies. The
Stock Market crash in 1929 re-
sulted In many sago s as well
as losses of fortunes.
After all this a ray of hope
appeared. The New Deal was
born, and with it there came
farm programs never before
heard of. Surpluses began to dis-
appear, as a result of allotments
on crops and acreage controls.
With this came Price suPPorts or
guaranteed prices for what farm-
ers produced. Many other htl-
provernents followed; the de-.
velopment of the TVA, which
brought electricity to ma-al areas.
Automation on the fann be-
came a reality — farmers actual-
ly had the advantage of their
city cousins. He began to take
advantage of the opportunities
offered him by using electric
power in place of manpower.
Then, more and more automated
farm equipment began to replace
mules and horses. Today, very,
very few mules and horses are
now used to do farm work.
Tomatoess—From Ornament to Staple
ANC4S
of Pens,
Bolivia on*
Ecuador
ARE seilevis TO
NAVE ORKoNATED IN TINS
MOUNTAplCut MCA IN FEE-
COLUIONAN AMERICA. SPAN-
104.XATLoltEP.S FOUND
TN Sass USED AS
P060, NuT EUIL0PEANS
WISE RELUCTANT
To VET TREAT,
_ .1 A
Lir
t
MOW AMONG Ttit TOP 3
VEGETABLES IN ABUNDANCE
TiLE U.S., ToFLATOES
ARE PAW:RACED ON A
LARGE SCALE IN 31 OVT
OP So STATES; GROWN
ZaAVE .A4INNAk 
-,11%
COLONIAL ANERKA ToANT
TORS PIERO CONSIDERED A
CURIOSITY, AT ISEST 0R55-
MEN1AL-5E1505 EATEN.
NOT UNTIL TRE taso's
DID TNET CATCH ONA, A 
,,,EnsATILE
Foot..
TowATOES ARE 10561 CONTRI-
EUTORS OF NITAWNS A 4 C
IN TEES DIET, PLUS OTNER NU-
TRIENTS. CONSIDERABLE IN-
CREASE OF TOMATO CONSuNJT-
TIEWNOULD BE ADVANTAGtOuS
FOR THE NUTRITION OF OUR
NATION' ACCORDINE TO DR.
NATEL A. STittIELING,FoRMER
USDA sem:, or NvIAAN MU-
TtrrtOW EESEARCN.
1-0.A10IIS ALE AVAIL-
/4LE YEAR ROUND. IN EVERY
155000 SOIME STATES All
GRONINE TRIM, 051E0003
AS WELL AS IND0044-
usuNi Pre. P A.
RETIREMENT MU
ARE YOU READY TO RETIRE?
— Most People Are Not —
The Prudential retirement plan will give
you $UM A hint from your Prudential Agent.
Tommy Scearce
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
Phon 472-2562
$95 RETAIL VALUE!
Light-
weight
weighs only
101/2 lbs.(less
bar and
chain)
Factory
pre-tested,
Top perform
VMS, FICIWF'
FREE! 10-PIECE WEEKEND
WOODCUTTER'S KIT
With purchase of MAC 10-10A
Ten accessories! Extra chain, fue
can, bar guard, flat file, round file
depth gauge, wedge, engine oil, fue
additive and filing guide.
BRAND NEW
MAC 1010A
All this is program and with
the changes, problems oorL
tinue to remain with us. We have
learned how to Produce more
and more. Uses of fann pro-
ducts have lagged In rektionehiP
to our population ability to use
them. We have vast amounts .of
most food and clothing materials
in stoned warehouses. Although,
not as serious as a few years
ago, we still have more than we
can use and sell of most pro-
ducts.
What about the next 50 years?
Some of the same problems will
appear; some old cats will dis-
appear and some new ones will
take their place. Within a shorter
span than 50 years, we will learn
how to handle our surpluses. In
fact, there might be concern for
building ow supply rather than
finding some way to get rid of it.
There will be more then 900 mil-
lion Americans to feed and
ciothe instead of 190 million peo-
ple. Agriculture will be a $100
billion industry.
Most likely regulations per-
taining to farming will be even
more strict. Transfer and sale
of farm lands will grow more
under controls of the Govern-
ment: Probably only by approval
of control agencies, due to neee,.
sky for maintaining production
of food sod clotMng materials.
Farming will be doom by fewer
people ailed in wodlietke and
management MY- Years from
now farmer could be classified
as professionals. Firming will
be a complete science. Many
newer discoveries like atomic
power and automation will be
commonplane on farms. No doubt
the next 50 years wig bring mere
changes than any previous half
century.
A SECOND LOOK
Before torment make a firm
decision regarding planting soy-
beans this year — they should
take a second look. There are
several factors that should be
considered about Wanting this
Year. Some are outlined here for
your consideration.
First, in 1967 there was a
more than record acreage plait-
ed to soybeans wherever they
could be grown in the United
States. We had a very great in-
crease here in the South and
with poor growing conditions last
year — we still finiahed with a
record crop. We have more beans
in storage than ever before. They
continued to be a good price be-
cause they we prim supported
by the Depertment off AgricuL
ture. At this UM, there Is really
no great problem* eancerning slur-
Plume it soybeans, we can move
the bans we made bet you
with little or no difficulty. Here
in my opinion is the major prob
lern in our area. Fanners put
many acres of land in soybeans
that should have never been
planted to this crop. It is a sad
sight to drive through the coun-
try today to see hillsides that
were in soybeans last year wash-
ed and eroded badly. Much of the
fertile soil is gone, not because
of the production from the been
crop, but simply because of the
nature of the soybean plant. It
grows shallow and leaves the
soil in a loose condition. Rainfall
simply washes this soil amay.
This condition is rapidly defac-
ing many good fields and should
be stopped.
Where farmers practice the
system of double cropping.
erosion is not near the peoblem
as elsewhere. A winter cover on
this land consisting of wheat or
some small grain corrects this
problem to a very great degree.
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voe other problem that is pre-
valent where say seed n'on is
gown, is that much limestone
Is required. Soybeans are no ex-
ception and farmers should keep
up with liming requirements in
this and in all other cases.
This is a year when every
means should be taken into con-
sidenation to save and to cat-
serve our soils, and at the same
time make good production on
every acre of land we own. This
Is a year of decision for many
who are farmers.
DID YOU KNOW?
THE TREND CONTINUES TO_
WARD FEWER AND LARGER
FARMS. The number declined
3 per cent in 1967 to a total of
9,146,000 and the prediction for
1968 is 3,059,000 farms. Average
size is now 360 acres, expected
to go tet. to 369 by the end of the
year.
Since 1959, the number of
farms has declined by 1/2, but
land in farms decreased only 5
per cent. Discontinuance of small
farming enterprises and merging
of larger units with existing
farms continue as the important
factors in the decline in ntunbers
of farms. The Stare with most
farms is Texas (2 bundled thou-
amid) and Rath Carolina (Me
thoutiend). Alaska with 220 and
Rhode bland with 11011. have the
fewest.
IZMEE1
?? 
Dr. Quiimee, our information spe-
cialist, is happy to 111114/er his read-
et,' questions in his weekly column.
All responses are verified by Funk
Wagnalls Standard Reference
Encyclopedia.
Today we find Carol K. asking:
"When and
why was the
eagle first used
as a national
emblem?"
Sym bolic use
of the eagle dates
hack at least
5,000 years when
the Sumerians
chose the "spread
.agle" as their symbol of power.
Thr bald eagle, which is distinctly
American, became the official em-
blem of the United States in 1872,
typifying strength. freedom and vig-
ilance.
SAVE NOW ON
LADIE'S
Baby Doll P-i's and Waltz Gowns
Sweet dreams are yours in these pajamas
and gowns of 44% Dacron polyester, 32%
Nylon, 24% cotton. All Permanent Press.
PINK
BLUE
MINT
MAIZE
All of our regular $2
WOMEN'S CANVAS
TENNIS OXFORDS
Terrific
Values!
OUR MOST POPULAR CASUALS
NEVER BEFORE AT THIS
LOW PRICE!
IMMENSE
VARIETY!
SPECIALLY PRICED
FINE QUALITY
UNBLEACHED
MUSLIN
REG.
294 yd.
• MANY USES AROUND THE HOME
• ASSORTED EXTRA WIDE WIDTHS
SUPER VALUES
MEN'S
SPORT
SHIRT
S'ftee,adatve_
COMPARE
AT
Colorful selection of button-
down and regular collar styles
...checks, plaids, solids, new
stripes. Sizes and styles for
men of all ages
RE Money-Saving WEEKEND WONDERS!
Ladies Stretch Denim Slacks
Regularly $4; large size only
BOY DRESS JEANS
Sizes 6-18; permanent press
$2.33 Pak
615-/BROAD \NAT
FULTOT'T
PLISSE MATERIAL
Solid colors, assorted 36" wide
3 Yards $1.00
Values to $4. $3.00
SCOTTIES FACIAL TISSUES
Assorted colors, 200 count
SCOTT TOWELS ___ roll 29c
Aluminum foil roll 19c
12 inches wide x 25 feet
CONVIENIENT CRIIIDIT TERMS, 8:30 -6 MON. - THURS.
FRT. - SAT. 8:30 - 8
.."For heaven's sake! Would you all please hold still
for a minute?"
"It's Ability, Not
Disability That Counts,"
Mays Tells Vietnam Vets
Demonstrating to recently disabled servicemen that they
are not doomed toe life of limited physical activity or depend-
ency upon others is the noble aim of a remarkable man,
Ewing W. Mays.
A member of the famed American Rangers who fought in
Africa and Italy in World War II, Mays lost his legs when a
210mm shell dropped in his immediate area while fighting
advanced action in Sicily.
Today Mays Is a successful Port Lauderdale, Florida
busdnesqman who owns and operates a pen sales company.
His active avocation of over 15 years has been visiting
with thousands of military hospital patients, across the coun-
try and in Japan and Korea, showing them how effortlessly
he walks, and even dances. Several times he unbuckles one
of his artificial legs and shows it to the men. The patients,
In a Pied Piper fashion, follow him around on their crutches
and in their wheel chairs watching !Amend listening to him
and asking questions.
He believes that contacting an
amputee or other permanently dis-
abled man immediately following his
Injury has an unparalleled psycho-
logical effect in helping that man
make the mental and emotional ad-
justment so necessary for quicker
recovery.
In one hospital • lad was worried
about how much pressure he could
stand on the stumps of both legs he
had lost. Mays whisked the soldier
from his chair and held him aloft.
"That's how much," Mays
laughed.
Now Mays is planning • trip to
Vigallaillilar to ids IRO tour of Korea. He contends that
somebody Who has conquered his handicap as he has needs
to be there as soon as these boys are over the critical stage
— someone who can actually walk before them, talk to them,
and show them that it's not so bad after all.
After his visit to Pitraimmons General Hospital in Denver,
the facility's Commanding General, Major General Robert E.
Blount, said:
"Ward nurses, who had worked with the patients for
some time, noticed a distinct improvement in the attitudes of
the patients, particularly those who had been withdrawn and
Indifferent prior to his visit."
Vice President Hubert Humphrey spoke for all Americana
when he said in a recent letter to Maya:
"Your selfless dedication of time and effort to bring new
hope to our military amputees warrants our grateful thanks.
As a double amputee, you have and are demonstrating that
will power and perseverance will make them useful mem-
bers of our great society. I encourage you to continue your
good work."
Mays has been known to do as much for the attitudes of
the parents, and loved ones of the wounded boys.
"Seeing is believing," said a boy's grandmother after
meeting Mays. "I know it did me good."
"Pity him not," Mays Insists. "Encourage initiative. Get
him to see that It's ability, not disability, that counts."
The Editor
THE SOUP HOUR
The before-dinner course is
an innovation which figures
importantly in our modern
meals. The true value of this
relaxed conversation period
as a benefit to digestion and
a way to increase the enjoy-
ment of eating has become
more apparent in recent years
as families have found greater
leisure time. The appetizer
foods served at this pleasant
Interlude are usually de-
signed to beguile the eye and
promote the appetite for the
meal to follow.
Soup figures prominently
beim It has. way of increas-
ing sociability, calming the
day's tensions, breathing • bit
of happiness into those har-
assed by the day's toil. The
following springtime soup
hour menu focuses around a
cream of asparagus soup (as-
paragus being the first vege-
table of the season) and some
complementary toasted breed
hors d'oeuvres.
DAFFODIL
ASPARAGUS SOUP
2 cans (101/2 onnees melt )
Campbell's condensed
cream of Amperages soup
I seep ear water
I swap can milk
1,4 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1 hard-cooked egg, sieved
Is easeepaa, stir sear u.
til eassetki add water, milk
and siihmeg. Seal; stir new
and then. Pear late caps sr
swags. Candi& with a sprin-
kling of sieved hard-cooked
pew Kakis 4 to 6 servings.
EDUCATION COMPLEX at Western Kentucky University is one of three new
construction projects which are to be financed by a $5 million bond issue, which
will go on sale April 17. The complex will house VVKU's Department of Educa-
tion. Other projects include renovation of Van Meter Auditorium and the Old
Library m. Construction is to get underway this summer.
intShows tst
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Say You Saw It
In The Shopper!
SPRING SPECIALS
We have 20 Squares of white selfesaling square.
table shingles CLOSEOUT AT $7.00 per squaw*
201 Outside White Paint (in 2 gallon Will
Our Beat $8.20 can
271 Outside White Paint (in 2 gallon dine)
$5.95 am
Closing out some WORK SHOE $7.5o pair
Your Southern States Cooperative Agency
*** ***** *144
AFREE HOLIDAYS
Your choice of
resort hotels-
* THE HOTEL SEVILLE
or THE DUNES MOTEL
in giamorous
* MIAMI BEACH
FREE
* 
Luxury 
accommodations tot 
hust,nd
and wife 
for 4 
glanlorous days 
sod
* 
Escorted 
Eraousias toot of 
Palral3eacb
throe 
starfilled nights
• 
11---.0436„og, private 
beaches, caropicCoulaT
;1;101g pools. 
goTh 
Parties
--all dm 
t0CCIMOIlltni 
Florida offersi
(Transportation not 
included)
RIR
saoryi,e arra
—With the purchase of a new imam either
lawn and garden or farm tractor. or a new
combine
Between April 25th and May 25. 1068
Come in and ask for details Don't put It off I
NOTE: You may take this trip anytime from
now until December 15— YOU choose your
own dates(
See us NOW for lorries. repairs and parts
1
int)
T1S
Fulton
ing
veal
11
-
3.
2-b•
Busin
fort
rlpf
Holl0
Two Si
Neel sew
hour al
betterits
Must h
Peat 011
far Inter
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pre.'
Odd Di'
S • Pi*
Venus,'
Bed spr
Refrlge
Lineleyi
yard; r
floor, V,
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tiled!
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Felton
Gas Co
E loctric
x 12
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Gold Se
widths,
Odd SI
none', •
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Page lt • -
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size
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REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
IN WATER VALLEY
2-bedroom means home
lust off IS two mins
North WSW
Business Bldg. on 45, ideal
for many uses and priced
right
PHONE 376-2266
R ES. 376-2233
WINGO, KY.
Two GRADUATE Ikerised pros-
Neal worms; $15.10 per day, II-
loser shift; hospital ' Insurance
beimillifs; vacation with pay.
Vast have references. Write
Peet Olfk• Bew 297, Fulton, Ky.,
far Interview.
USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
(linen suite, 6 chairs $50.00
Good Naugahyde divan,
practically new $75.00
Odd Divans from $5.00
5 Piece dinette $20.00
Vacuum Cleaner $20.00
Bed springs, 15 each
Refrigerators, $15 and up
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Corn* In and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not adver-
tised!
WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Fulton Phone 472-3421
Gas Cook stoves  $31.50
Electric Refrigerators $15.50 up
x 12 Congolaum Rugs' $5.$2
Odd chairs $3.50 up
Illochtc Stoves $29.311
Geld Seal Congeleum, Mt -
widths, 11Se Squaw* YON.
Odd Sire t and 12-4•01` Rem-
nants, specially priced.
YGPAN GROWERS: Save your
luck for the weather. Get Southern
States soybeans now. High germi-
nation, true to variety. Order DOW
rom Southern States Fulton 
operstive, Central Avenue, South
ulton; phone 4794352.
FOR SALE: Hard top tent trailer.
Gas stove, sink, ice box; sleeps
eight. $1095.00 Phone 472-1644.
HELP WANTED - Head Start
Program Director, A. B. degree in
arly Childhood Development. Ex-
rience in Community Action Pro,
ram or related activities. Apply
• Community Action Office, 304
.resap Street, Clinton, Kentucky
2031. Phone 653-2811.
RAVE-WYWOYElt61ooVi
for real wipe in this area. It
too want to sell property, eel/oe
pee Cannon Agency, South F
,„./.0010 47i'265.1.
INSURANCE INSPECTOR: Need
art-time man to complete insur-
nce reports in Fulton County. No
citing or collecting. Fee paid for
ach report. All postage and sup-
lies provided. Reply with brief
esume so I-. O. nox 664, Louisville
entucky 40201.
AVE WORK; let the Southern
totes Spreader Truck apply your
ertilizer for you quickly, easily
 and economically. Call now. South-
ern States Fulton Cooperative, Cen-
tral Avenue, South Fulton; phone
479-2352.
HELP WANTED-Executive Sec-
retary and "Girl Friday" efficient
in all secretarial skills and willing
to take on anditional responsibili-
ties. Apply to: Community Action
Office, 304 Cressy Street Clinton,
Kentucky 42031, Phone 666-2&31.
EXTRA INCOME OPPORTUNITY
Reliable man or woman - No sell-
ing - Refill and collect from new
type coin operated dispensers in
Your area. Become our distributor.
Must have car, references, $650 to
$1950 cash investment, secured by
equipment and inventory. Ten
hours weekly can net excellent in-
come. For personal interview,
write, including phone number, to
Cal-Ton Supply Company, Inc.
121 North Highland Avenue Pitts-
burgh, Pa. 15206.
Tours Toujo -
in New York State
Touring is the travel word in
New York State this summer.
That's the opinion of the ex-
perts who point to a growing
segment of the travel market
that prefers touring to stay-in-
one-place vacations.
Scenically, New -York State
rates among the most popular
in the nation. All summer long
vacationers photograph the
Finger Lakes, the winding
stretch of the Hudson River
near Bear Mountain, or the
more than 1,700 points of land
in the St. Lawrence River that
form the Thousand Islands.
Most New York tourists fol-
low "express" routes, the Thru-
way, Northway, state park-
ways and North-South Ex-
pressway. This is the fastest
way to get around, but it isn't
necessarily the most scenic nor
the easiest.
Many of today's traveler-
photographers are confirmed
"shun-pikers" and prefer less
used routes - that lead to all
the same places - and are
often easier on the driver.
Many ideas for tours may be
found in the free booklet "New
York State Vacationlands,"
available from the State Dept.
of Commerce, 112 State St., Al-
bany, N. Y. 12207.
• ,LENNOX
GAS FURNACES
AIR CONDITIONERS
HEAT-PUMPS
ELECTRIC FURNACES
ALL NEW
GAS ?ACK UNIT
F. A. APPROVED
THATY
417,4tE" FAMOle COLDSTREAM GUARDS,
A REGIMENT OF FOOT GUARDS FORMED IN
THE A410-1719CENtUKY I9Y GENERAL
MONK, MARCHEP FROM COLDSTREAM,
5COTWID, TO EN6LAND
IMO, TO REOTORff CHARLESII
TO THE THRONE!
AVAE K/AIG OF WATER IN
c.AA0OGYA INHAOITS SEVEN
TOWERS IN SEVEN YEARS.
PURING THIS TIME, HIS FOOL?
IS BROUGHT AND LEFT AT THE
BASE OF HIS -ruyteiz -- AND
HE 15 NEVER-IttlOWED TO
SEE A HUMAN:RACE!
alor WATER DOEIAllegaL
GERMS UNLESS NEAR -NE
f501UNG POINT, 212'. T14e2140T
WATER IN THE AVERAGE NOME
IS ONLY 120° TO 140', 50 IN
THE LAST YEAR MORE THAN
12 MILLION HOUSEWIVES
SWITCHED TO COLD WATER
LAUNDERING WITH A GERM-
PROOFING DETERGENT , ClIstk.D
POWER, DEVELOPED Fd‹-tHE
ENTIRE LAUNDRY-EVERYTHING
FROM HEAVY-DUTY CLOTHES
TO BABY'S DIAPERS. AND THE
COLD WATER HELPS PREteNT
SHRINKING, FADING, RUNNING
WITH ME 49113LE
DV COSINLIVII S. STAN PSIS.
INISAN SOU WIRY
OSSA**, ILLINOIS 60633
GOD ETERNAL
Paul's Epistle to the Romans is
the foundation book of Christian
theology. It brings us face to face
with facts we ought to know and
mutt know to be used.
In the 16th and 17th series of the
hrst Chapter the apostle declares
that he is proud of the gospel be-
cause therein the "righteousness." or
rightness of God is resealed.
God had to deal rightcoush with
sin before He could offer salsation
to sinners. Sin is not merely an
affliction; it is moral wrong and kin-
tiles the wrath of a just and holy
God.
The wrath of God is too little di,- 
chordby modern evangelists and
pirachers. They like to talk about
the lose and mercy of God. as
though He were a Grand Old Man
with a tolerant attitude toward sin.
But they never fully appreciate His
love and mercy because they do not
understand His infinite wrath
against sin.
Much evangelism today has be-
come sort of a 'try God" gimmick.
The pleasures of the world don't
satisfy? Try God. You can't shake
off some terrible bondage? Try God.
When all else fails, Try God!
But this humanistic approach is
foreign to Scripture. God. His holi-
ness. His wrath against sin and His
love in providing salvation-these
are central in Scripture, not man
and his condition and his needs.
We are not to look upon God as
our servant, who will help us in
time of need, but as the Holy One
whose _justice we have offended, but
who in infinite grace, paid for our
sins Himself so that we might be
redeemed. This is why the Epistle
to the Romans begins its mighty
argument with almost three chap.
ten on the subject of sin. Then fol-
lows the Good News of God's grace
in settling the sin question so that
we might be "justified freely by His
gran. through the redemption that
is in Christ Jesus" (Rom. 3:24).
And thus the same inspired writer
declares in Eph. 2.24 that we were
"the children of disobedience" and
therefore "the children of wrath,"
but then goes on to show how "God.
who is rich in mercy" and "great" in
"love," saves believers by gram.
COL C. W. BURROW
and
ROY D. TAYLOR
Reel Estate Brokers
OFFICE -201 Commercial - Fulton, Kentucky
If you want to buy or sell real estate, It will pay you to con-
tact us. We carry • lame selection of real *state in West Kentucky
and Weer Tennessee.
W. else have long-term farm loans.
Come by Ihe office and talk it ever with us Sr phone 472-1371
WIN UP TO
BY PLAYING $
BASEBALL GAME
IT'S SIMPLE, YOU RECEIVE A
MORE CARDS YOU HAVE THE MORE CHANCES
.. 
.ii - 
'''". IN CASH
. 
LIBERTY'S
,
L , OF THE WEEK
CARD EACH TIME YOU MIT OUR STORE. THE
YOU HAVE TO WIN, VISIT IJBERTY OFTEN .
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LiBERTyi.
E
RATON HWY.
LOW POWS EVlitr 0C L, s MARTIN. TENNI
-46434, stspyte, v
YOU GET TREASURE CHEST STAMPS WMI EACH PURCHASE
PRICES IN AD GOOD THRU MONDAY, APRIL 29th. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO I,IMIT QUANTITIES
EVERY TUESDAY & WEDNESDAYARE DOUBLE STAMP
You gal cloubl• stomps
DAYS on poohsd  purchase onTue ay sad• Wednesday.EBBS GRADE A SMALL
4 DOZ. $iBRE
SUSS LIBERTY
, D REG. 29e VALUE 20 OZ.LOAF 19t
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BACKS L
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FRESH LIVER LB. 79e [FRESH GIZZARDS LB. 391
TREAT
HAVE
PRIME
YOU
TO TRY
TRIED
BEEF
OUR
MERE'S
LIBERTY'S U.S. GOVT. GRADED
YOU OWE YOURSELF A
TABLE TRIMMED PRIME BEEF
NONE BETTER.
HAMBURGER
HAMCHUCK
TENDER
_
MEAT 8 LBS. 1
SMOKED
BUTT, PORTION LB.59c, 
SHANK PORTION. 480
LB.
U.S. GOVT.ReAsT 
GRADED & INSPECTED
FIRST CUT LB.
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SUGAR
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THICK
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MAXWELL HOUSE LE. 69 0
CAN
GREAT NORTHERN
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PINTO DRIED
LB.
BAG
1l'Et04. FROZEN
STRAWBERRIES
011TONS MEAT 
57k0;- $10Ncil
DINNERS 3 1;k7.- 41
NORTONS
CREAM PIES 314phiesz., $1
SNOW CROP
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PKG.
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LIBERTY COUPON •--- LIBERTY COUPON LIBERTY COUPON LIBERTY COUPON
50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
WITH COUPON AND PURCHASE OF 1-12 es.
GOBLET ZESTEE PRESERVE
JAR_ 39t
50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
WITH COUPON AND PURCHASE OF 29 es.
JAR ZESTEE APPLE BUTTER
19 •:. ,r 39t
50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
•
WITH COUPON AND PURCHASE OF 3
LBS OR MORE GROUND BEEF
LB. 594
..
SO TREASURE CHEST SO
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WITH COUPON AND PURCHASE OP N LB.
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RED POTATOES.
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GIFT SHOP-NEWSSTAND- RESTAURANT
6 a. m. 10 p.m. PHONE 479-7541 SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
.• • -1r .1 `V • -• • •• ••• -•• ••• •  yr, ...I. -• -ror ••• • •  •• • +qv ••• ••• .41
JOIN 01111.. club.Birthaa)
SONNY-VAPA PUCKETT
GOOD FOOD AND FRIENDLY
SERVICE ARE REGULAR
FEATURES ANYTIME.
fisgfkr
Youngster!. 1 Noir 12 .111 IN
served o dinner of their chritIc•i
FREE
at tins Perk Torroco
On or n•or th.ir 100,44ery.
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Dress Potatoes For Company
Potatoes Homanoff go to a company table as a perfect accom
paniment to a dinner of broiled steak and tossed green salad
Cubed cooked potatoes are combined with creamy sour cream.
cottage cheese, and just a hint of onion and garlic for a dish
brimming with good nutrition and mighty good eating.
To the delight of the hostess there's no last minute preparation
The potatoes can he cooked early in the day, combined with the
remaining ingredients and placed in an oven-proof serving dish.
While the steaks sizzle and you're adding your special touch to
the salad, the casserole needs only to be placed in the oven to
heat through.
Potatoes dressed plain or fancy are enjoyed by everyone. And,
if some of your guests happen to be watching calories, don't
worry about the potato. A medium baked potato contains just 93
calories, and if it a boiled, just 78.
Pdatees Ramona
6 cups cubed boiled potatoes I teaspoon salt
2 cups large curd. creamy 2 tablespoons chopped chives
style cottage cheese or green onions with tops
I cup dairy sour cream Grated Cheddar cheese
1 clove garlic, minced Paprika
Combine potatoes with cottage cheese, sour cream, garlic, salt
and chives. Place in buttered casserole. Top with grated Cheddar
cheese; sprinkle with paprika. Bake in 350-degree oven 25 to 30
minutes. Serves 8 to 10.
4,*
Avistztive.
ovittalsobilp°
idatki4V+41110,1* 64001411 Atfiremiltift
to"litiellite#0411tio"1,6 spiptoki Aliftro.
e;•"„
•
• •
TIME FOR A CHANGE-Kentucky will go on daylight saving time for six
months April 28. This is in accordance with the Federal Uniform Time Act
from which the 1968 Legislature failed to exempt Kentucky. That part of Ken-
tucky to the right of the diagonal black lines will observe Eastern Daylight
Time until Oct. 27. The counties to the left of that space will observe Central
Daylight Saving Time. Daylight time is one hour faster than standard time.
66 PONTIAC Sedan, Power
steering
64 FORD Galaxie 500 4-door
hardtop; we sold it new and
it's extra clean with full
power and air; white with
beige trim, one owner
64 PONTIAC Grand Prix, auto-
matic, power steering, clean
local car
64 PONTIAC Catalina sedan,
white - red interior, auto-
matic
64 FALCON Future 4-door se-
dan, clean, one owner, 6-
straight shift
64 FORD Galina* hardtop, VI,
automatic, air, we sold it
new; Maroon - vinyl trim
62 GALAXIE 2-door, extra
clean, 310 overdrive, sky
blue, vinyl interior
62 FORD G•laxi• 4-door, nice
family car. II, automatic,
power steering; whit*
62 THUNDERBIRD, full power
and air; white, red trim
62 PONTIAC sedan, clean, lo-
cal car, full power; beige
62 RAMBLER station wagon,
clean, white with rod trim,
ii-cYl; automatic, power
steering
60 CHEVROLET Corvair 4-
door sedan, one owner,
clean car, automatic
59 FORD sedan; we sold this
oneowner car new and It's
really nice; VII, straight
shift
- TRUCKS -
65 FORD F100, VI, Custom
Cab, 22,000 mile's, we sold it
new, red and white and has
camper on It
64 FORD 2-ton, grain sides
and stock sides with cattle
racks; 34,000 actual miles;
we sold it new
64 CHEVROLET Panel Van,
6-cyl. Rod
63 CHEVROLET VA ton grain
bed, Big six, extra clean
truck
63 CHEVROLET 2-ton cab and
chassis, Big six with 2 mood
axle
62 CHEVROLET 2 ton cab and
chassis VI, 2 speed axle
60 CHEVROLET Pickup, wide
bed, 6-cyl.
60 GMC pickup, wide bed, 6-cyl.
50 CHEVROLET 1 ton with
flat bed
%WIDEN
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1821
Glarill Statics,
Grady and Gaylen Varese
David Dunn
Leads Class
At Fulton
FULTON, Ky. - David Allen
Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Glenn Dunn of Fulton, has
been named valedictorian of the
1908 class of Fulton High School,
with a grade point standing of
2,0458 out of a possible 3.000.
There was a tie for the sec-
ond highest scholastic standing
and as a result there will be
two salutatorians. They are
Joyce Tucker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Tucker of Fulten
and Cynthia Ann Homra, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Horn-
ra, Fulton, tied with standinp
of 2.8648.
Ranking third in the class and
chosen as Honors Day Speaker
was James W. Tress, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Trees of Fulton,
with a standing of 2.4054.
The valedictorian and saluta-
torians will give their addresses
at the annual commencement
program at Carr auditorium.
Brink Of Space
COCOA BEACH, Fla.
A motel about 15 miles nom the
Cape Kennedy Space Center
harts as part of its address on
room-rent receipts that it is:
"On the brink of space."
Used Cars
IMIE IEEE MO 1•111 MN NMI
Here are a few of our
choice selections:
MEI IMO MI IMO NMI MEI
67 CHEVROLET Belair 4-door
sedan, automatic transmis-
sion, dark blue finish $2195.00
65 OL DSMOB IL E Jets% r U
9-pas5anger wagon, power
steering and brakes, factory
air, a one-owner car $2195.00
65 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-door
hardtop, power steering and
br•kes, factory air; • one-
owner car only $1995.00
65 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
hardtop, power steering and
brakes, factory air; grey
with black vinyl top $11195.00
65 FORD Galicia 5410 2-door
hardtop, radio heater, white-
walls, automatic transmis-
sion; a l•owoor car $1515.88
64 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-door
hardtop, power steering and
brakes, factory air, auto-
matic transmission $1595.4111
64 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door
sedan; radio, heater, power
steering and brakes, factory
air $1495.00
64 CHEVROLET Impala 2-door
hardtop, red finish $1395.00
DON'T DELAY .. . COME IN
TODAY ... WHERE NOBODY
WALKS AWAY I
Riag Motor Co., Inc.
West State Line S. Fulton
PHONE 4714271
Free Speech for
Congressmen
Do congressmen talk too much?
If they do, one reason may be that
they have-by law-more freedom
of speech than you and I.
Suppose that a senator, in the
course of debate, accuses a promi-
nent businessman of cheating on
his income tax return. Even if the
senator has no proof at all, he can-
not he held liable for defamation
of character. As a member of
Congress, he is protected by what
the law calls an "absolute privilege"
against liability for slanderous state-
ments.
In fact, a congressman is pro-
tected not only against slander suits
but even against criminal charges-
if based on what he says in the
course of debate. For example:
A bribery charge was brought
against a congressman on the basis
of a speech he gave on the House
floor favorable to a certain financial
institution. There was some evi-
dence that he had collected a pay-
off from the institution for giving
the speech.
But the court ruled that, even if
the charge was true, he still could
not be convicted-because that
would be an infringement of a con-
gressman's special freedom of
speech.
Such an occurrence is the rare
exception rather than the rule. And
while it has been argued that there
are grave dangers in entrusting to
any individual so much leeway,
there is a powerful purpose behind
this principle of law: to encourage
the utmost freedom in congres-
sional debate.
The fear of unpleasant legal con-
sequences, either justified or un-
justified, could well put a real
damper on a congressman's per-
formance of his job. For the same
reason, similar protection is given
to lawmakers in almost all demo-
oldie countries.
Still, a congressman's freedom of
speech is not totally without limits.
One restraint (seldom used) is Con-
gress' own power to discipline a
member who abuses his privilege.
Another, more important re-
straint is that the congressman loses
his immunity if he repeats his
statements outside of Congress,
apart from his official functions.
But probably the most effective
restraint on an unscrupulous con-
gressman lies in what the voters
can do to him, come next Election
Day:
Throw the rascal out.
Cruel and Unusual
Punishment
For picking flowers in a public
park, a man was sentenced to six
years in jail.
But when he appealed to a higher
court, the sentence was thrown out.
The court said that, since the
punishment did not even remotely
fit the crime, it was "cruel and un-
usual" - hence forbidden by the
United States Constitution.
It is the relatively unknown
Eighth Amendment that prohibits
the inflicting of cruel and unusual
punishment. The ban applies not
only to punishment that is totally
anfitted to the crime but also-and
more typically - to punishment
that is cruel in its very nature.
Examples are torture and muti-
lation. Thus, cutting off a law-
breaker's ears would be unconstitu-
tional whether he had committed
murder or only driven through a
red traffic light. The form of pun-
ishment, in itself, is cruel.
What about capital punishment?
Opponents of the death penalty
are seeking to have it declared
unconstitutional on the ground
that, at least by today's moral
standards, it is cruel in its very
nature.
In past decisions, however, courts
have upheld the death penalty on
the ground that severity alone does
not prove cruelty-and that execu-
tion is not so generally repugnant
to the community that it is inher-
ently cruel.
Of course, even though the death
penalty is constitutional, a state
TIME FOR SPRING CHECK UPI
- Motor Tuno-up - Wheels Aligned - Major
Overhaul - Bralcez Checked - Battery Check
Going somewhere this spring or
summer? Take good care of your car
. . . bring it to us, for, a complete
check-up. All needed repairs will be
expertly done.
CECIL'S GARAGE
Lake Street; next to Standard Station
- Ask for Cecil or Jim Tom Cashion-
may still abolish it by legislation.
And some states have.
In one bizarre case some years
ago, a convicted murderer was
sentenced to die in the electric
chair. But when the switch was
thrown, something went wrong with
the machinery-and the man sur-
vived.
Could the state try again to
execute him? The issue was carried
to the Supreme Court, which split
five to four.
The minority argued that it
would be cruel to try again, because
that would amount to "death by in-
stallments"-far worse than the
quick death he had been sentenced
to.
But the majority held that. since
the delay was not intentional, not
imposed as part of the punishment,
it did not prevent a second try. The
court said the mishap was corn
parable to any other mishap that
might befall a man in jail, such as
a fire in his cell block.
worked.second time, the chair
worked.
FEMININE-Sheer cotton
dimity embroidered with
dainty rosebuds is the choice
for a feminine shirtdress. A
wide ribbon belt cinches the
waistline above a full skirt.
and sleeves are long and
billowing. By Bill Atkinson
for Glen of Michigan.
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66 CHEVY Belair 4-deer VI,
automatic 
 
$1595.00
66 PLYMOUTH Fury II 4-deer.
VI, automatic 
 
$1515.00
2 1966 FORD Custom SOS 4-
door, VI, automatic $1595.00
66 OLDS U, double power, fac-
tory air   $1995.00
66 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door,
double power 
 
$1795.00
66 FALCON wagon, 6-cyl.,
automatic
66 CHEVY Biscayne, 4-door,
automatic, double pow-
er $1395.00
65 CHEVY Impala 4-door hard-
top, double power, factory
air $1695.00
65 crier( Impala 4-door, dou-
ble power, factory air
$1695.00
65 CHEVY &Hair, VI, auto-
matic, double power $1295.80
65 FORD Galosh. 500, 4-doer,
VI, automatic, double pow-
er $1495.00
64 PONTIAC Bonneville 4
-doer,
all power, vinyl top $1395.00
64 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-doer
hardtop, double power, fac-
tory air 
 $1415.00
64 CHEVY Impala 4-door, VI,
automatic $1015.00
64 CHEVY Impala 2-doer hard-
top, VI, automatic $1195.00
64 CHRYSLER New Yorker,
all power, factory air
$1315.80
64 TEMPEST L•Mans Sport
coupe, 6-cyl, automatic
$1015.00
64 BUICK Wildcat, 4-deer,
hardtop, double power
$1215.80
ATICINS
MOTOR SALES
ACROSS FROM COCA CDLA
PLANT - Phisne 472-3874
Before you buy a used automobile, CHECK
and COMPARE our CARS, our FINANCE plans.
our ALLOWANCE for your old car, and our
DEALS!
- BUICXS -
1965 WILDCAT 4-door sedan $2075.00
Power steering, power bribes, %eery air motalitioning; god In
color; Tenn, title, new car trade-in
1964 LeSABRE 4-door sedan 
 
 
. $1575.00
Power brakes, power steering, oft conditioning, white In cider/
fawn cloth trim inside, Ky. tams
1984 BUICK LaSabre 4-door sedan. _ - $1375.00
automatic, power steering, power brakes, Beige ester, Ky. tar.
We sold it new. Traded back to us for another new Buick
1962 SPECIAL Station Wagon $775.00
Automatic; air conditioning; white hi .der
- CHEVROLETS -
1967 IMPALA 4-door sedan $2675.00
3% VI engine, furl* hydramatic transmission, power steering
and brakes. We sold it now; one srenser;owm car trade in. Green
and white, Ky. tags
1968 IMPALA 2-door Hardtop $2175.00327 VI engine, powerglidis, power steering, factory air-condition,
Gold outsickt,motokIns Interior; Ky. tom
1965 IMPALA 4-door 
 81575.00VI, powerglide, air conditioning; yollitsw,with black trim Inside.Now-car trade-in; Ky. tags; we said it new
1965 CHEVY II 4-door 
 $1275.00Nova series, six cylinder, straight shift, male and heater, new
whitewall tires; we sold it new. One Winer, Ky. toes, traded INon new Chovrolat; white With cleat trim, MAla miles
1965 MALIBU 2
-door hardtop $1575.00A peppy 6
-cylinder with peeterelkle in the floor. Maroon out-side with black bucket seats, console, power steering; less than35,:po miles. We sold it now; now-car trade
-In; Ky. tags.
1965 IMPALA 2
-door Hardtop $1675.00327 engine 4
-Speed yellow outside, black inside; Tenn. title
1964 IMPALA 4
-door sedan 
 $1475.00VI, automatic, power steering, factory air, green. New car trade-in,,Tonn. tine.
1962 CORVAIR Monza 4
-door4-speed, black, Tann title $475.00
- FORDS -
1965 GALAXIE 2-door hardtop $1375.00
VII, Fordomatic, power steering, red outside with black inside;
new car trade-in
1965 FALCON Panel 
1964 FORD 2-door 
 
$975.00Six cylinder, standard transmission; whits in eels,; Tenn. tido
$675.006-cylinder, standard transmission; red
1963 GALAXIE 500 2-door Hardtop-___ $1075.00VI, automatic, fastback, Onion 
1963 GALAXIE 4
-door
MIL automatic, whit., Ky. tags; now coil trade in
1983 CUSTOM 300
straight shift; air; Kit:" togs..
1962 GALAXIE 500 4
-door
Black and white; VII, straight shift; Ky. tan, 
- $475.00
1962 GALAXIE 4
-door
VI, automatic, air, Ky. tags
1962 FAIRLANE 2
-door sedan VI, straight shift, Ky. tags, beige in claw.
1961 RANCHERO
Six cylinder, straight shift, green, little rough; Ky. tags
- OLDSMOBILES -
1966 DELTA 4-door Hardtop $2675.00Delta custom, power stowing, power brakes, automatic, factory
min, white with red interior; one owner; sold new in Futton; Ky.
nags, 15,000 miles new car trade-in
1966 DELTA 4-door sedan
Power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, 11,100 miles.
One ~nor, local Fulton car, traded In on now Buick. Ky. tags,
whit* with plastis covers covering cloth trim
1965 DELTA 88 4-door Hardtop $2175.00Power, steering, power brakes, factory air-comitionkte, maroonIn color; Tenn title, one owner 'UBuick trade in
1963 DELTA 88 4
-door sedan $1175.00Power steering, power brakes, factory air-condition, whit* out.side, blue inside, '68 Buick tree% in; Ky. tow
1863 OLDSMOBILE 88 4
-door sedan. _ $1075.00_White, power steering and power brakes. Tenn. tide,
1963 F-85 4
-door sedan 
 St 875.00VI, automatic, blue; Tenn patters
- OTHER BRANDS -
1967 VOLKSWAGEN 
 $1575.00Tenn. title, Red; radio, new car trade-in
196e CHRYSLER New Yorker 4door .. $2675.00Naturally, full power and air condltIoning,kKy. togs, one owner,'41 Buick trade-in; light blue with vinyl
1964 CHRYSLER New Yorker 
 $1475.004 door sedan, power and air conditioning, one owner, Tents. title,white in color. A '14 Buick trade-in
- TRUCKS -
1967 CHEVROLET 60 series, heavy duty truck.blue, 366 VI engine, 5-speed transmissiOn. steering, !Ong
wheelbase
1967 CHEVROLET 1-ton, long wheelbase, V8, 4-speed transmission, white; one owner: we sold it now; nowtruck trod/s-its; Ky. tags
1966 CHEVROLET 1-ton, red, long wheelbase,4-speed, VI, we said It new; end owner, Ky. tags, new tni,chtrade-in
1986 CHEVROLET pickup, long wide bed. 6-cyLstraight shift, 2-tene paint, chrome on side, Ky. tags; new trucktrade-in
1966 CHEVROLET pickup, short wide bed. V8,itewerglido, Ky. togs, Is -w truck 
trade-In1965 GMC pickup short wide bed. V8, automatk.air conditioning, Tenn. title; new truck trado-In
1965 CHEVROLET Van. 6cyL blue, straight shift,little rough, goods painting; Ky. toys
1962 CHEVROLET with long wide bed6
-Cylinder, standard transmission, Ky. tags
1958 FORD 2ton or more, flit orb. Ky. tags, newtruck trade-its
 $775.00
 $675.00
$475.00
_ $375.00
gmmimmummigmig111111114111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101Taylor alevrolet Bakke hi..
Ky. 307 - AMON
Fulton, Ky. knows 472-2406 
-
ill19111911111111111111111111111111111111111114111111114911911911 1111 11111111911111111
